Abstract. -Microwave absorption in granular superconductors results from the motion of fluxons within Josephson junctions. Critical state development accounts for the sign reversals and absorption minima that have been observed when the magnetic field is modulated or scanned with the assumption thai flux flow is proportional to the gradient of the flux density.
Introduction
One of the many interesting features of modulated microwave absorption in the planar cuprate superconductors [I, 21 is the unusual dependence of the absorption signal on the amplitude but not the frequency of the modulation field and on the direction but not the rate of sweep of the applied magnetic field.
The observed absorption has been associated with the damped motion of fluxons driven by microwave current [3] and is characterized by an effective-medium microwave surface resistance 
where X1 is related to J, and H,*l by (4 n / c) J,X1 =
HA.
The concentration of mobile fluxons at depth x has been taken [4] to be proportional to the absolute value of the gradient of the magnetic field where l z 0.1 pm is a characteristic length.
We demonstrate here that the absorption that has been observed is a consequence of reversible and irreversible processes associated with the pinning and depinning of fluxons and with the dependence of the concentration of mobile fluxons on the critical current density J,, which may be a function of magnetic field.
Mean fields a n d gradients For a field given by (3) the average over a microwave penetration depth is
From (3) the field gradient at the surface is Hext / A' and the maximum gradient that the medium will support is (4 n / c) Jc. Thus, for Hex* > Hz1 = (4 .rr / c) X'J,, the field drops linearly for x < x, = A' (Hext -H,*l) / H> and exponentially for x > x,. The mean flux density for Hext > H,*l is
x exp {-2xc / XL)) .
(6)
Mobile fluxons can be expected for both increasing and decreasing fields. When the direction of field scan is changed, however, the density of mobile fluxons first decreases and then increases again, independent of the 
For Hext increasing, the field within the superconductor is given by (2) 
leading to a reduced mean density of free fluxons for
(10)
Had a decreasing field been reversed, (n) would have been reduced to the same extent. This is precisely what is observed in the planar cuprates [5] and in conventional type I1 superconductors [6] , supporting the assumption that the driving force for fluxon depinning is the critical current.
.
Critical field distribution
The concentration of mobile fluxons may be computed from (10) as a function of (H,, -Hext) / H> for various values of A' / X L . In the limit A' >> X L the computed trough has a triangular shape with a discontinuity in slope at Hext = Hm, -Hzl. The observed troughs [5] initially decrease linearly and then slope gradually back to f = 1. The likely explanation is that the relaxation distance A' is not much larger than the penetration depth XL. An additional possibility is that there exists a distribution in Hzl, which can in principle be extracted from the experimental results.
With a distribution of threshold fields f ( H z l ) , (8) becomes For a unique threshold field, f (Hzl) is a triangular function with a second derivative that is a delta func-
The second derivative of (11) is then
Curves off (H;l) show a threshold field that decreases with increasing Hext. At moderate fields, A' is expected to decrease to a fixed granular distance in the micron range with any further decrease in H: a consequence of a reduction in the critical current density J, at higher fields. The observed field dependence of f ( H z ) is suggestive of the spin-glass structure expected of weakly coupled granular superconductors [7] . The field dependence of f ( H z ) for a bulk superconductor should be quite different since the critical current density is relatively fixed in this field range while the relaxation distance A' may be expected to increase because of increased rigidity at higher fluxon densities [8] .
